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I have come up with a solution that seems to work fine for the Piccoz's low throttle glitching that 
occurs on a full battery. It is a little bit of work but so far it works fine and I still get about 8 minute 
flights.  Here is what you need to do:  

To get the piccoz to fly at a higher throttle setting on the Tx I have added a home made resistor. It 
consists of 38ga magnet wire I "borrowed" from an old m/n20 motor. I used this formula 
(volts/resistance=amps) to figure what I needed.   

When I tested my piccoz at a throttle step of about 2 or 3 (where mine glitches) I got the little guy 
pulling about 350mah at 3.8 volts from its battery. Doing the math I determined a resistance of 
about 10.85 ohms for its "setup". So I added about .6 ohms ( a guess for about a 5% drop in 
power) via the resistor. So now using the formula I get about 330mah at the old throttle setting.  

The point being, to get the thing to lift off and it taking 350 mah to do that, the only thing you can 
do now is use a higher throttle setting. Viola!!  

The down side is your using up battery as some extra heat but I still get about 8 minute flights w/o 
all that craziness on a full battery!! Hi throttle is reduced also...but I can't think when I ever used it. 
I don t think there is any magic # here, .6, .7, .8, or whatever ohms etc...obviously the higher the 
resistance induced into the system the more heat will be produced and will not get to the motor. A 
balance at best.  

How I did it:  

I cut open the entire side of my piccoz but you could just open it where my pic shows the negative 
battery connection is: 

 

 I disconnected the green wire from the board which is the negative from the battery. I took about 
7 inches of the 38 ga magnet wire (that got me about .6 ohms)...scraped the ends with a  
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razor...tinned them and then soldered the wire to the neg board location and the neg green wire 
(see pics) thus introducing an additional .6 ohms to the system.   

  

I wrap the wire around a toothpick and use some ca...Cut the toothpick and put it all back 
inside...replace the foam and you re done...see pics. 


